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Bestselling how-to-draw author Christopher Hart celebrates grrrrllll power with a wildly entertaining

coloring book featuring mangaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most popular female characters. This must-have

collection for fans draws on HartÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s numerous accomplishments in the genre and offers

intricately patterned black-and-white illustrations drawn in his eye-catching style. Not only are the

pictures fun to color, but would-be artists can use the illustrations as a tool to practice color design

for their own character drawings. The Manga ArtistÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Coloring Book: Girls! is sure to be a

crossover success with both the manga and coloring crowds.
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Christopher Hart is the leading author of art instruction books in the U.S. His titles frequently appear

on the Bookscan Top 50 Art list. They also have a huge international audience, having been

translated into more than 20 languages. In his more than 50 titles, he offers artists accessible,

generously illustrated, and clearly written step-by-step instruction on a wide variety of how-to-draw

subjects, including manga, human anatomy, cartooning, comics, and animals. He lives in Westport,

CT. Visit his website christopherhartbooks.com.

my daughter loves it.

This is a great coloring book for my daughter.She loves how the coloring pages looks and is happy



about it.

I have purchased a couple of Manga style coloring books and generally, the girl is the only thing on

the page. Christopher Hart has published many how-to draw books on Manga and his expertise

shows in the great designs.In this new book, Mr. Hart has set his girls in with design elements in the

background. Sometimes flowers, sometimes jewels, buttons, leaves and other various elements. Its

fun to have more to color and to have the cute manga girls in the foreground. For those who enjoy

manga or even just like coloring sweet looking girls, this should be a really fun coloring book.Most of

the designs are of the sweet younger style of girl while a couple are a bit more mature (in the sense

of age and not of anything that might be considered inappropriate.) The designs are detailed but not

overly intricate. The backgrounds are the most detailed part of the design as the elements are

smaller and somewhat repetitive.This is what I found while coloring in this book and while testing my

various coloring medium on the paper:47 Manga Girl Designs with backgroundsPrinted on one side

of the pagePaper is heavy weight, white, smooth and non-perforatedSewn BindingAlmost all

designs merge into the binding area but the area is background and you will not lose any essential

portion of the design if you want to cut pages out. If you want to remove pages, I suggest removing

several pages at a time by clipping the binding threads. This way, the designs can be removed in

total without any loss at all.Book can be opened fairly flat for coloring by breaking the spine

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ I still had switch the angle of the book several times to color the last bits and

pieces near the binding.Alcohol-based markers bleed through the paperWater-based markers were

mixed. Most did not bleed through but I found that Stabilo 88 markers did bleed through when I used

dark colors.Gel pens and India ink pens did not bleed through the paperColoring pencils worked

okay. I was able to get good color and layered well. Blending was only okay with both oil and wax

based pencils having a slightly waxy appearance when I used a blending pencil.

I like this book.... I want to like it more... I love maybe 4 pages and just wish there were more I

LOVED

Summary:"Girls" contains 47 full size images and a page of introductory material. It measures

approx. 8.5 x 11 inches and is sewn into a laminated cover. Featuring a variety of anime and manga

line drawings, this book is appropriate for colorists 14 and up (there are some scantily clad women,

so it might not be suitable for younger children).Paper:The paper in this book is bright white and

fairly heavy(think light cardstock). All pages are single sided and non-perforated. All mediums



should be okay to use, but wet products may bleed through. As always, be sure to place several

sheets of blotter paper under your current picture to prevent further color transfer.Artwork:As the title

implies, this book focuses on a variety of anime and manga girls in different poses and settings.

Inside you'll see animals, superheroes, athletes, fantasy, angels, fairies, and more. Every picture is

illustrated with a full background and foreground, and the print quality is excellent. Some images are

done portrait style with a head and shoulders, while others feature a full body. The majority of the

pages are printed from edge to edge, so some of the artwork does go into the binding. If you choose

to remove any pictures, a small portion may be lost. Detail level and line weight vary a bit

throughout, and picture completion time should range from 3-8 hours(may be slightly different for

each individual). Overall, this is a really fun book with lots of styles to choose from. It would be best

suited to colorists who enjoy manga/anime artwork.

This is an adorable little book that distracts me when I am not colouring in another more

complicated book. The pictures can be as complicated as you want, or as simple as you want.

Here's a good rule if you want complicated, or shading. Pick three colours, let's go with green as our

example? Light green, Medium Green, Dark Green. Colour the entire area you want to be green in

the light green, then colour in the places that are darker and darkest (That you've decided should be

darker) with the Medium Green, then with the Dark Green you colour the Darkest that you decided

should be shaded that way. You can't go wrong with those rules, and that goes for pencils or

markers, which I use different kinds of each for each book.Great for kids and adults. And Adorable

to boot.

If you like the adult coloring books and anime. You are going to love this book. It's simple but there

are some neat pics to color. Also gives you a better idea of how to draw some anime yourself. My

14 daughter absolutely fell in love.

I really enjoyed this coloring book! There are a lot of really cute pages and they're so much fun to fill

in. The paper was also thick enough so that the ink didn't go straight through onto the other pages.

Well worth the price!
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